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Concert
receives
belated
approval
By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Program
Board received last minute conditional
approval from the president’s office
Monday for a Friday concert that had
been scheduled for weeks in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
For reasons that are unclear to the
hoard. SJSU President Gail Fullerton
and her start seemed reluctant to approve the show, and did so only with
the stipulation that non-SJSU students
under 18 could not attend.
At Monday’s program hoard
meeting. the members discussed the
possibility that the insurance covering
the show might require the age limitation, at least in the eyes of the president’s office.
That idea was struck down by
concert chairman Paul Goeltz, who
said the insurance covering A.S. Program Board events carries no such restriction.
"We don’t know what it is. hut
it’s not the insurance." Goeltz said.
"There must he other factor. involved.’’
The show, staged in part as a benefit for campus radio station KSJS,
will feature three local hands
Rhythm Corps. Heroic Airmen and
Never Say Never.
According to Gatti/. all shows
sponsored by the hoard are covered by.
the A.S. insu .ance carrier and should
only be regulated by that company.
Dan Buerger, executive assistant
to the president, said questions concerning insurance coverage for Morris
Dailey Auditorium were the reason approval was delayed.
It was necessary to determine
whose insurance would cover the
show, he said.
"We were assured at the end (il
last week that it (the hoard’s insurance) carried over, hut we had to
check up on it," he said.
According to Buerger. all non CONCERT. page 6
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A former SJSU football star was
fatally shot on Monday by his Mother
in an argument over drug use. according to the Santa Ana Police Department.
Rodney White Traylor. 27, died
yesterday morning of a bullet wound
the
groin at the Fountain Valley Reto
gional Medical Center in Orange
County, said hospital spokeswoman
Sue De La Rosa.
Traylor’s brother. Reginald, 28,
was initially booked for investigation
of assault with a deadly weapon Monday, Lt. Robert Chavez said.
Since the defensive lineman’s
death at 9:11 a.m. yesterday, the
charge has been changed to first -degree murder, and his brother’s hail has
been increased from $25.(XX) to $250,000. Lt. Jack Nelson said.
Since the defensive lineman’s
death at 9:11 a.m. yesterday. the
charge has been changed to first -degree murder, and his brother’s hail has
been increased from $25,000 to $250,(XX), said Lt. Jack Nelson of the Santa
Ana Police Department.

student wins Wozniak scholarship
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Cost-cutting
phone system
to be installed

Job outlook

By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
SJSU will get a new telephone
system and an independent phone prefix -- 924 next summer.
Carl Vigil, director of communications and production services, said
the switch will help SJSU avoid paying Pacific Bell about $4 million in
rate hikes and local call charges over
the next 10 years The new system,
scheduled for use in July 1987. will
also include new telephone suffixes.
The university now shares the
277 prefix with the City 4 San Jose
and state agencies.
A 1984 needs/analysis report
done by the communications department showed 75 percent oi the calls
made at SJSU are within the
2.200 campus phone lines.
Vigil said a self-contained phone
siem allows independence from Pa, ilk. Bell local call charges, as well as
rate hikes imposed by the Public Utilities Commission.
He said the initial cost of the
switch will he about SI million.
"In the first couple of years we
will he spending more money each
year to implement the new system."
Vigil explained. Terms of payment
have not been decided because a company hasn’t been chosen.

Julie A Bennett
Margo Joesten, top hat, gets ready to take pictures
to promote Career Exploration Days, taking place
today and tomorrow in the Student Union. From

See related story, page 4
to No. 7 in the poll.
The Spartans defeated Penn State
and No. II Illinois in the tourney,
handing each team its first loss of the
season.
Penn State fell by scores iii 15-4,
15-5 and 15-10. while the Illini were
defeated II -IS, 15-9, 15-4 and 15-8 in
the final.
SJSU was ranked No. 7 in the
poll two weeks ago hut has encoun-

Daily staff pholograpnet

left. education sophomore Barbara Higgins.
human performance senior Teri DeBusk and adcrtising senior (’hris Johnson try on careers.

tered little resistance in working its
way to the top.
The CVCA poll is determined by
a committee of 50 coaches nationwide.
In the first National Collegiate
Athletic Association poll, released
yesterday. the Spartans are ranked No.
2, behind PCA A rival San Diego State
( I 1-0).
San Diego State is rated fourth in
the CVCA poll. The Spartans face the
Aztecs on Sept. 29.
SJSU plays the Cardinal at 7:30
tonight in the Spartan Gym.

Brother slays ex-football star
in fracas triggered by drug use
Daily staff and wire

S
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SJSU volleyball team No. 1 in country
By Thomas Gary Morten
Daily staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team is
ranked No. 1 in the nation for the first
time in the school’s history, according
to a poll released yesterday.
The Spartans (4-0), ranked No. 2
last week, took over the top spot from
Stanford (2-2) in the Collegiate Volleyball Coaches Association poll.
SJSU won the Illini Tournament
last weekend in convincing fashion,
while the Cardinal dropped a pair of
games to No. 2 Texas and plummeted

Musical mastery

’Reginald had an argument over
Rodney’s drug use and dealing and
chased him out of the house and into
the driveway." Lt. Chavez said.
"Rodney attempted to overcome Reginald, and he shot Rodney once." Chavez said.
"He was yelling, ’You stay out
of my house!" said neighbor Ramon
Magdalen. M.
Janice Traylor, Reginald’s wife,
said she and her husband had been trying for a long time to get Rodney to
move out because his alleged drug use
was a had influence on their six children. ranging in age from 5 months to
6 years.

Its Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Mandatory drug testing will not
he considered by the university until
the civil liberties questions it raises
are resolved. said SJSU President
Gail Fullerton.
"The drug problems we’re having in the country now are rather different than those 20 years ago," she
said at a press conference yesterday.
Fullerton said that drug use is
not as drastic a problem at SJSU as it
was in the mid -1960s. Drug use is,
instead, a more pressing problem
elsewhere in the educational system.
"The problem at the university
level does not seem as pervasive as it
is at the junior-high level." she said.
Mandatory drug testing of
SJSU students and employees would
raise "serious civil liberties issues."
she said. "Those civil liberties issues have to he resolved first

Fullerton said there has been
discussion of some drug testing at
the university, particularly regarding
pre-employment screening of university police and testing of students
who participate in intercollegiate
athletics.

Rodney White Traylor
. . . farmer SJSU
football star

Rodney, who tried out for the San
Diego Chargers in 1981, was named to
the second team of the all-PCAA football squad the year before.
In 1979, Rodney led the Spartan

defense with 102 tackles.
Despite Rodney’s outstanding
play for the Spartans, head trainer
Charlie Miller said he did not remember the star lineman.

’In the first couple of
years we will be
spending more money
each year to
implement the new
system’
Carl Vigil,
SJSU communications
and production services
lar equipment that will heneht the university’s communication needs.

Vigil said purchases of less than
5100.000 can be made by a California
State University campus. hut since the
Manager new phone system involves the allocaCommunications
Charles Delano said the initial cost tion of millions of dollars. the Office
will stem from the purchase of all new of Procurement, part of the state Detelephone equipment, such as lines and partment of General Services, must he
receivers.
involved.
Right now, all campus phones are
Besides saving mane’.. Vigil said
leased through AT&T and lines are run
the plan will replace all old phones on
by Pacific Bell.
Delano said leasing phones is not campus and update SJSU with modern
cost-effective for a public institution electronic equipment.
since tax breaks only apply for private
Two other CSU campuses, Calicompanies.
fornia State Polytechnic University at
He said several communications Pomona and California State Univercompanies are putting together bids to sity at Sacramento. have "cut over" to
provide SJSU with the new phone sys- an independent phone system purtem. The winning company will sell,
See PHONES, page 6
install and help maintain the phone

Fullerton rejects drug tests,
cites rights of individuals

See related story, page 6

"My husband had called police
Friday to sec what could be done, and
they told him to call narcotics officers
(Monday) to see what they could do.
He told my girlfriend that he was
going to do it, hut this happened instead," Reginald’s wife said.

system On campus
Last August. alter SJSU made a
proposal request. all first round bids
were rejected by the university and the
State Office of Procurement in Sacramento because the bids didn’t comply
with certain state laws.
The three companies that origiAT&T, Northern
nally placed bids
will he reTelecom and US West
bidding.
Delano said each telecommunications company that is bidding has simi-

She said the university has not
established a policy on pre -employment screening of employees, although some private organizations
do test nth applicants. She said that a
public university needs to consider
an individual’s civil liberties.
"A private university can do
things that a public one sometimes
can’t." she said.
Fullerton did not rule out pre -

’The problem at the
university level does
not seem as pervasive
as it is at the juniorhigh level.’
Gail Fullerton,
siStl president

employment screenings as a possibility. If the university had reason to
believe that a drug problem existed,
it may be necessary, she said.
Athletes at SJSU are not tested
for drug use by the university, said
head trainer Charles Miller, although the National Collegiate Athletic Association has a testing program that involves random visits to
member schools.
The NCAA has not visited
SJSU yet, Miller said, but the athletics programs are working under the
assumption that it may.
Mandatory drug testing has also
been established by the NCAA at
howl games and championship
events.
The university would need to
consider for which drugs student
athletes would he tested
and how
many possible drugs the tests would
involve.

"It becomes very extensive,
fairly intrusive and quite expensive," she said.
Fullerton also said there is a
possibility drug testing would inaccurately identify drugs for which a
student has a legitimate prescription.
She said it would he difficult to
determine if there is a drug problem
at the university.
"We don’t have good figures."
she said.’ That doesn’t mean there
aren’t drug problems on the campus. ’
Fullerton served last year on a
state attorney general’s commission
on drug abuse education, and said
she was surprised by the extent of
the drug problem on the junior-highschool and senior-high-school levels.
Fullerton said it is important to
focus drug abuse education efforts
on those younger students.
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Divesting plans need more thought
.
Americans have decided the who, where and why of
divesting South African holdings. The unanswered question
is: How?
Divestiture ol Investments that benefit South Atm
by the State of Calilornia. its municipalities and univei
ties, is one of the most controversial solutions being considered today.
The majority (il Americans agree that a concrete action
like divestiture must he used to discourage apartheid in
South Africa. California’s problem is shared worldwide.
The brief glimpses of violence and poverty seen through the
Botha government’s news blackout enrages not only Americans hut citizens all over the world. Controversy surrounds
the solutions
A Calitornia measure requiring the sale of nearly Slt.3
billion in state pension fund investments and forcing the
University of California system to divest $3.1 billion in investments IS scheduled to he signed into law soon.
The Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors has ordered an ordinance be drafted that would require county
money to be withdrawn from companies doing business in
South Africa. The City of San Jose and other Bay Area cities have already adopted their own divestiture measures.
It is no secret the Reagan administration is dead -set
against divestiture Responding to presidential pressure, the
Republican -controlled Senate passed a hill in August which
%OM legislators silS will preempt a state’s right to legislate
sanctions. This its . unless found unconstitutional, will
allow the lederal gi)% eminent to control the state’s investment programs and pin a stop to their divestiture plans.
On the other hand, the Democratic-controlled House of
Representatives passed legislation in July that would curtail
all U.S. economic tics with South Africa.
However, public posturing on whether to divest or not
really means little or nothing unless words can be converted
into action. The hottom-line question is: Can the majority of
most of the university systems
public entities in America
and public pension funds - immediately dump their holdCould
they
do it in a year or even two
ings in South Africa’?
wars?

#;

Marj
Martin

The total amount of money invested dire.I I and indirectly in South Africa must be in the tens or possibly hundreds of billions of dollars. Does anyone actually know how
much?
Divestiture. after all. is just a fancy way of saying sell.
In order to sell something, there must first be a buyer. Realistically, are there any buyers for investments that have become illegal for many to own’!
Assuming that there are Sonic buyers out there. will
South African stock he worth as much or more than it was
when it was purchased? This possibility is highly unlikely
when thousands of stockholders are waiting in line to dispose of investments which are no longer legal to hold.
All the bureaucratic displays of concerti for public
opinion may just he a lot of hot air. It’s hard to believe
elected officials would bankrupt their constituents in plain
VICW.

It seems fairly obvious that South African holdings
cannot he divested without seriously jeopardizing the U.S.
economic system. The big question is why the Reagan administration can’t explain its opposition to divestiture in
simple dollar and cents terms Perhaps they think a common
sense explanation would sail over the heads of Americans.
But, if everyone can understand that U.S. automakers can’t
sell cars to people who don’t want them. no matter how low
the interest or what incentives they otter, they can understand why selling South African stocks at a break-even price
may he even more difficult than selling Chevrolets.

S.J. airport safety upgrade needed
Li’ tighten
Measuics must Ix: iakcii
and wilds!)
air vatic control safety at San Jose International Airport.
The current system is ,insufficient to monitor the increasingly crowiled airspace over the city.
In the wake of the recent disaster in Orange County. in
which a collision between an Aeromexico DC -9 jetliner and
i private plane claimed nearly NO lives, attention has been
focused on Bay Area air safety. The information is alarmMg, particularly for people living in the South Bay.
Figures compiled by the Federal Aviation Administration show 100 near collisions of aircraft over the Bay Area
since Jan. I. 1981. with more than half occurring in Santa
Clara County . Of the 42 reported since the first day of 1985.
19 occurred over San Jose.
Those numbers suggest that tighter controls are necessary it a major air disaster is to he averted. But the initial
word from the FAA is that air traffic control over San Jose
might actually he downgraded, allowing less experienced
controllers to work in the air traffic tower.
Mayor Tom McEnery had it pegged correctly when he
said such a move would he "way beyond ludicrous." In
fact, it would he incomprehensible. The situation is perilous
enough with the current minimal level of control fewer
restrictions would invite catastrophe.
The present system requires pilots to stay in radio convict with the tower, but clearances or special electronic
equipment are not required to fly through the control area.
:
Raul Regaldo, San low aviation director, recently
asked the FAA to establish an Airport Radar Service Area. a
control system that requires all pilots to receive clearance
from controllers before nearing airport flight paths in San
Jose Bay Area FAA officials have twice recommended
luch a system hut were turned down.
. The San Jose Airport Commission went a step further.
tequesting the establishment of a Group 1 Terminal Control
Area for San Jose. All aircraft entering a terminal control
area must have the equipment to electronically transmit
de So they can he tracked on a radar screen. In
iceir altitudes
lifomia, only the San Francisco and Los Angeles airports
rate under so stringent a system.
,.. Either would be preferable to San Jose’s current systp. in which near misses have occurred with the frequency
ilf nearly two per month

David
Rickard

The FAA’s rationale for considering loosening restrictions is that the number of takeoffs and landings has declined recently. Airliner traffic has increased, however, and
the passenger volume is up 25 percent compared to 19145.
It isn’t just the number of planes arriving at and departing from San Jose International that presents a hazard. As
several local FAA officials have recently stated, most close
calls have come when one plane was flying under traffic
control guidance while the other was operating on its own.
It’s true the Cerritos crash occurred in a terminal control area. Opponents of tighter controls in San Jose will
argue that they failed to prevent that crash but such an argument is analogous to advocating doing away with speed limits because they haven’t eliminated all automobile accidents.
The principal objections against tighter controls have
been voiced by light plane pilots. One FAA official said an
earlier attempt to institute tighter controls failed because of
their opposition.
Now they’re at it again, complaining about the cost of
installing extra equipment in their planes and the restrictions
on their freedom of fltght. A spokesman for the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association said the group is in favor of
the promotion of safety hut opposition to tighter controls
makes this a hollow claim.
In 1978. a San Diego crash involving a PSA jetliner
and a private plane claimed 144 lives. Last month. the Cerritos accident killed nearly 80 people. They’re getting
closer

77ntlitrAfkirr

Letters to the Editor
More than 125 employers on campus
Editor.
Career Exploration Days will take place today and toa.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union Ball morrow from

Hamm Files
rap
VIThe

l’00111.

More than 125 employers from banking, industry, retail, health care and government and education will provide
career information at the expo. SJSU’s 14th annual.
Students are encouraged to attend ’- whatever their
major or grade level to make employment contacts and
gain answers to career-oriented questions
Jerry’ Brody
Director
Career Planning and Placement

Columnist generalizes complex issue
Editor,
In regard to Miss’ tpinosa’s column concerning Proposition 63: (It was) another emotionally -bawd attempt to
generalize a complex issue.
There is a great need in our society for effective communication. This communication goes far beyond ethnic
and class structures. The push to have English as the official
language of this state (and nation) is not a plot to undermine
the nearly infinite number of ethnic sections in our society.
The purpose of Proposition 63 is a means of ensuring a
common bond among all citizens and establishing a workable means in which to communicate.
Miss Espinosa made several references to the demise
of ethnic heritage and diversity by the passage of Prop. 63.
Having one language as a cultural standard never dismissed
my maternal grandmother’s Italian heritage. When her family arrived in Boston at the turn of the century, they were
more excited about the opportunity of being Americans than
anything else. The family quickly associated itself with
English as well as the local culture. In the past 80 years the
family has prospered as American citizens and has not lost
their original Italian identity. In a related example. I have
some friends of Chinese descent in San Francisco. These
people are strongly associated with their ethnic heritage and
still hold dear their status as American citizens. Having
English as their primary language has had no effect on their
ethnic heritage.
In closing. I would like to remind Miss Espinosa of a
recent finding by the Registrar of Voters for the County of
San Francisco. The registrar concluded no significant increase in the participation of minority voters regarding any
association with bilingual ballots. One only needs to remember our own American Revolution and the formation of
the government. The revolutionary leaders spoke various
European languages and chose English as a common bond
for the society as a whole. These leaders may have remembered the great Roman Empire and its eventual decay associated with a multilingual society.
Brett Nye Wekh
Martuentii gr
Delta Upsilon ’lauded’ for paint job
Editor,
Regarding the "atonement of Delta Upsilon: I agree
with Dick Morales who lauded their paint job of the automated teller machine building. I also would like to compliment them for the skill they displayed in painting my (formerly) white 1971 Porsche. Normally such a splendid paint
job would cost more than S1,(0) hut the boys of Delta Oops
provided mine free of charge. I only wish that I had been
consulted as to color and quality of automotive decoration
(I’m not real big on polka dots). Fortunately, alter three
hours (three times as long as it took the Oops to paint my
car) of scrubbing and cussing I was able to remove most of
the damage from the body. This evening I will attempt the
windows and the wheels. Next time the Deltas plan a
"good -will gesture," perhaps the campus could he alerted
so an evacuation can be planned. Thanks guys.
Blake Morse
Equipment technician
Clark Library

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor
Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office, Dwight
Bentel Hall, Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major.
class standing and phone number
The Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
libel and length.

Andrew F.
Hamm

Changing times
0h, how the tics are achangin.
Last Saturday, KQED aired a Lenny
Bruce performance recorded in San Francis
co’s old nightspot. Basin Street West, circa April
1965.
.Btuee had just been busted4 N’ ew or during
his comedy routine on an obscenity charge Mr cursing, obscene gestures and making derogatory remarks
about sex.
By 1965. Bruce had reached his zenith, becoming the darling comedian/social commentator of the
left wing-radical crowd getting started in San Francisco about that time. Drug experimentation was happening in middle-class America for the first time, and
people were beginning to question the way things
were going. Lenny Bruce was probably the bestknown symbol of this movement,
Bruce said police officers at the shows in New
York let him do two performances before busting him
after the third.
They cited him for talking about, among other
things: masturbation. homosexuals, the Kennedy assassination, sexual habits of priests, and sodomy.
Bruces defense was not that he was allowed to
talk about anything he wanted, but that statements
were taken out of context. He admitted to referring to
them. but when used in his routine, could not offend
anybody who would attend a nightclub.
At the time of the San Francisco performance he
was trying to get permission to do his routine in court
to show how harmless his act really was.
Bruce’s material would still he considered Rrated, but would not he overly shocking by today’s
standards.
At the San Francisco International Comedy Competition finals held a few weeks ago, Bruce’s material
would have been in the middle of the pack as far as
outrageousness goes.
Yet he was definitely ahead of his time. He paved
the way for people like George Carlin, Richard Pryor
and especially Eddie Murphy.
If Bruce was arrested for obscenity. Murphy
would probably have been shot on the spot for the language he uses in his routines.
Anyway. Bruce died a few months later from an
alleged drug overdose. Some old-timers still claim he
was murdered. Sadly, he joined the list of ’60s maryters a list that grew way too long.
If you would like to see a true legend in action,
KQED will he broadcasting the performance again tonight at 11:30.

The

founder of the topless bar, Davey Rosenberg
died over the weekend.
He persuaded Carol Dock to put on a topless bathing suit and dance on a piano at the Condor
nightclub in 1964 and eventually turned San Francisco’s Broadway into the best-known strip joint alley
west of 42nd Street in New York City.
Rosenberg was a fast -talking hustler who peddled
fantasies. The strip joints he supplied with his clients
took advantage of the "sexual revolution" movement
and people’s curiosity.
Rosenberg started the "ban the bra" movement
with a demonstration on Market Street that soon became a rallying cry for feminists during the ’60s.
Nowadays the joints on Broadway seem somehow quaint, even antique. Only half the shops have
survived since their heyday 20 years ago, and those
still operating are losing money.
The Meese Commission, in condemning places
like these, is kicking a dead horse. Their constant attack on these establishments only raises the curiosity
of young people who have never been in these places
before. The commission should just let them die a natural death.
Andrew F, Hamm is the forum editor. The
Flamm Files appears every Wednesday.
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Sanctions to protest apartheid
imposed by European nations
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) -[he 12 European Common Market
nations yesterday banned the purchase of South African iron, steel
and gold coins as part of a package
of economic sanctions to protest
apartheid.
The watered-down package
also includes a ban on new investinents in South Africa. However, a
ban on coal imports, which would
have had more impact on South Africa’s economy, was not adopted.
"We’ve reached a conclusion
that sends a clear signal of what we
want to see happen in South Africa," said Sir Geoffrey Howe, the
British foreign secretary and chairman of the Common Market conference of foreign ministers.
In reaction to the Europeans’
decision, South African Foreign
Minister R.F. Botha said the government would study ways of defending
the economy. He said it would not
impose punitive measures in retaliation.
The ban on iron and steel imports takes effect Sept. 27, Howe
said. Further talks at a lower polar

cal level are necded to decide how to
implement the ban on commercial
investment and purchase of gold
coins, he said.
At the insistence of West Germany, the Common Market dropped
consideration of an import ban on
South African coal, a move that
would have had a much greater economic and social impact on the
country.
The West Germans had argued.
with support only from Portugal,
that cutting off coal purchases would
inflict severe hardships on the tens
of thousands of Naas -- many of
them from South Africa’s neighboring countries who work in South
African mines.
Danish Foreign Minister Uffe
Ellemann-Jensen told reporters he
would demand that the question of
banning coal imports be reconsidered at the next foreign ministers
meeting set for October. Denmark,
acting on its own, already has cut off
all trade with South Africa.
Ellemann-Jensen said that without the inclusion of coal, the sanctions package was "amputated" and

of limited value as a pressure tactic.
Common Market imports of
coal totaled $1.3 billion last year,
compared with iron, steel and gold
coin purchases valued at a combined
$600 million. Total Common Market imports from South Africa
amounted to $9.2 billion.
"This has taken something
away from the credibility of the (European) Community," EllemannJensen said. He added, however.
that he believed a coal import ban
would be adopted later, and said
yesterday’s action meant, "things
are moving in the right direction; the
pressure is growing."
Other officials were more skeptical. Theodore Pangalos, the chief
Greek delegate, told reporters the
sanctions "concern a ridiculously
small amount of South African exports to the community. It won’t
have any effect."
One year ago, the Common
Market imposed a series of mild,
mostly symbolic measures against
Pretoria, including the banning of
sales of military equipment and the
freezing of scientific and cultural relations.

Strike launched at E. & J. Gallo Co.
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Winery workers fighting contract concessions launched a strike yesterday
against E. & J. Gallo Co., the world’s
largest wine -producer, bringing to 10
the number of wineries hit during a
month -long walkout.
The walkout of about 1,000 Gallo
union workers came as the new harvest
neared its conclusion and grape-crushing was at its height in most of California’s wineries. All the struck wineries,
which account for half the state’s wine
production, claim work is continuing
with non-union personnel.
The striking members of the Winery, Distillery and Allied Workers
Union locals 1/56 and 45 joined about
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1,200 others who since Aug. 18 have
walked out at winery operations across
350 miles from the Napa Valley to
Bakersfield.
The last major wine strike, involving 23 wineries, lasted 17 days
and nearly shut off the California wine
supply to the rest of the country. California retail wine sales are worth about
$5.5 billion annually, according to the
industry’s Wine Institute.
The Gallo family operation accounts for 25 percent of the U.S. market. Massive white Gallo tanks that
sprout from the flat San Joaquin Valley can store 330 million gallons and
ferment 1(X) million gallons at one
time.
The total output of all the state’s
wineries was 414.7 million gallons last
year. California wines account for 68
percent of total U.S. sales.
When talks broke down Sept. 3,
Robert Fogg, president of Local 186,
threatened to "shut down the entire
California wine industry." That drew
scoffs from employer spokesman Robert Lieber. He said it couldn’t happen
and estimated that unions were represented in only 300 of California approximately 550 wineries.
Lieber claimed the employers
were not unhappy with the Gallo

strike.
"We are hopeful the union will
realize that a strike will not adversely
affect production at Gallo or change
the employers bargaining position, and
therefore lead to an earlier resolution
of the dispute," he said.
The strike mainly involves the
San Joaquin Valley whose mainstay is
the less-expensive jug wines. They account for about 80 percent of California wines.
Gallo spokesman Dan Solomon
said the company’s Modesto and
Fresno wineries continued to operate
with management personnel and new
hires. Lieber said about 70 percent of
the employees at the struck wineries
are unionized.
The dispute involves much of the
contract, including work -rules, fringe
benefits, maintenance -of-contract, and
an employer demand for wage freezes
based on a claim that business is bad
and relief vital.
The new strike came a day after
an announcment that the union and the
12 -member Winery Employers Association would resume federally mediated negotiations Friday, two and a
half weeks after the last talks broke up
with the sides far apart and trading in
suits.

AIDS tot’s father threatens
lawsuit for psychological testing
ATASCADERO (AP) The father of a 4-year-old AIDS victim suspended from kindergarten for biting a
classmate threatened to file suit yesterday over school district -mandated psychological testing of the boy.
"I see no reason for it. They’re
trying to see if Ryan would bite somebody again. When somebody else at
his school bites somebody, the standard procedure is to tell them they’ve
done something wrong and send him
or her back to class. They are not treating Ryan normal," Robin Thomas
said.
His son, Ryan, who contracted
acquired immune deficiency syndrome
through a blood transfusion shortly
after birth, was attacked Sept. 8 by a
bigger boy who grabbed him by the
hair. Thomas said the day of the incident at Santa Rosa Elementary School.
Ryan turned and bit the older boy
but did not break the skin.
That came only six days after a
nine-member placement committee
had given Ryan permission to attend
kindergarten following a 10-month
battle by his parents to assure school
officials it was safe.
The Atascadero Unified School
District’s board voted 7-0 Monday to
have a psychologist evaluate Ryan to

determine if he will be allowed to return to school.
But Thomas said school officials
had not contacted him and he was tired
of making agreements that left his son
being treated unfairly.
"What about the other boy? They
didn’t discipline him in any way,"
Thomas said.
Thomas said his son was evaluated before he was allowed into kindergarten. "Now that he’s been in a
fight, they want to do it again. I don’t
want that."
"If the lawyer recommends it, we
will sue the school district and get
Ryan back his rights. If we get money
to go with it, we’ll use it to educate
these ignorant people."
Paul Anderson, curriculum director at the school, said the main point of
the tests would be "to gather information on whether further aggressive behavior patterns may occur."
But Thomas says there is no way
a test will tell anyone if Ryan will bite
anyone else.
"I won’t tell Ryan he can’t defend himself because he has AIDS,"
he said. "I will tell him to defend himself whenever he needs to in any way
he can. I would tell my other children
the same thing . ’
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Intruders burglarize
Bird’s headquarters
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Burglars breached the high’
security campaign headquarters of state Supreme Court Justice Rose Bird, taking electronic equipment and scattering
papers across the floor, authorities said yesterday.
"There were some apparent indications of forceful
entry," said Bird’s campaign spokesman Steven Glazer.
"It was like somebody took an instrument and jammed it
into the door."
Intruders entered the 17 -story building in the midWilshire district sometime between to p.m. Monday and 6
a.m. yesterday. Detective Brian Chapman said.
Bird’s office was on the 14th floor in a suite of law offices, which also houses the office of attorney Gloria
Allred. Chapman said.
"They did some light ransacking," Chapman said.
adding that a television and a VCR were taken from Bird’s
office. Another television was taken from Ms. Allred’s office, he said.
Chapman estimated the value of the items taken as less
than 52,(XX).
There were no immediate arrests in the incident, but
there was some physical evidence left in Bird’s office that
will give police something to go on, Chapman said. He declined to elaborate.
When asked if the burglary may have been politically
motivated. Chapman declined to speculate.

"There is no evidence to support it, although the chief
justice did make a rather high -line news presentation on
Channel 2 yesterday." Chapman said.
Bird, who faces a reconfirmation vote Nov. 4, was appointed to the Supreme Court in 1977 by then -Gov. Edmund Brown Jr. and has been targeted for defeat by proponents of capital punishment.
The address of her campaign office has never been
publicized, especially in light of a recent death threat
against the chief justice, said Glazer, who also declined to
comment on whether the burglary may have been politically
motivated.
"I don’t know. But, a burglary is unusual considering
we’re in a high -security building." he said.
Glazer wouldn’t go into detail on what items were
missing from Bird’s office.
"We have not yet gone through all our sensitive papers
and tapes," he said.
Bird was in her San Francisco office yesterday after a
live appearance on KCBS-TV Monday during which she
said she would uphold the death penalty if a trial were fair.
Bird also accused Gov. George Deukmejian of trying
to control the high court by campaigning to remove her.
Deukmejian announced last month he opposed Bird’s
reconfirmation and those of justices Cruz Reynoso and Joseph Grudin.

Letter from hostage claims Reagan
ignores Americans held in Beirut
BEIRUT. Lebanon (AP) Islamic Jihad urged the United States
Monday to negotiate for the release of
three American hostages in Lebanon
as it did with the Soviet Union for
American newsman Nicholas Daniloff.
The Shiite Moslem group also released a letter bearing the name of hostage David Jacobsen. which made a
similar plea and warned that the kidnappers might kill their captives.
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said in Washington that administration officials believe Jacobsen
apparently wrote the letter but "there
is good reason to question whether it
was freely written and represents anything more than the views of Jacobsen’s captors.’’
The three-page letter was written
in poor and often stilted English, raising doubts that its original author was
the 55 -year-old Jacobsen, who was the
administrator of the American University Hospital when he was kidnapped
last year.
Misspellings in the letter included
the name of the Rev. Lawrence Martin
Jenco, a hostage who was freed in July
after being held with Jacobsen and the
others.

Jacobsen is one of six Americans
now missing in Lebanon. Islamic
Jihad says it holds three American hostages and killed a fourth. It is uncertain
who carried out the kidnappings last
week of two other Americans.

in the ’Daniloff case with what it is
doing for them," the statement said.
"Are not we Americans’?" asked
the letter which bore Jacobsen’s name.
Islamic Jihad, which espouses the
Shiite fundamentalism of Iran’s Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. has demanded that 17 comrades jailed in Kuwait for bombing the U.S. and French
embassies in 1983 be freed in return
for the hostages. Kuwait refuses.

Islamic Jihad’s latest communique and the handwritten letter were
in a packet left outside a Western news
agency in Moslem west Beirut. The
packet also contained a Polaroid photograph of Jacobsen in pajamas, almost identical to one of hint released
with an Islamic Jihad statement in Beirut last week.
"Why was Reagan interested
minute by minute with spy journalist
Daneloff but he is not interested one
minute in our story?" asked the letter.
said to have been handwritten by Jacobsen. Daniloff s name was misspelled.

The latest Islamic Jihad statement
called on Americans to pressure the
Reagan administration into altering its
stand of refusing negotiations, and so
"put a happy ending to the (ordeal of
the) hostages."
Daniloff. Moscow correspondent
of U.S. News & World Report magazine, was released in custody of the
U.S. Embassy on Friday after 13 days
in prison.

In a separate, typewritten. Arabic-language
statement,
Islamic
Jihad. or Islamic Holy War, said the
Reagan administration had made
"concessions in the Daniloff case
which provoked many question marks
in the hostages’ minds."
The three captives were "comparing what the (U.S.) government did

Gennadiy Zakharov, a Soviet
U.N. employee seized as a spy in New
York Aug. 23, simultaneously was
placed in custody of the Soviet Consulate pending trial.
In Huntington Beach, Jacobsen’s
son Eric said the Jacobsen letter, as
read to him over the telephone,
seemed to reflect his father’s views.

Remains of servicemen identified
WASHINGTON (AP) --The
Pentagon said yesterday an Army
laboratory had succeeded in identifying four sets of remains of American servicemen recovered during the
excavation of an airplane crash site
in Laos last February.
The relatives of the four men,
who were serving with the Air Force
during the Vietnam War, have been
notified of the identifications, the
Pentagon said. The remains will be
flown from Hawaii to California
today following a full military honors ceremony at Hickam Air Force
Base, the Pentagon added.
The four remains identified by
the Army’s Central Identification
Laboratory in Honolulu were among
14 recovered from Savannakhet
province in Laos during an excavation conducted between Feb. 17 and

March I .
Efforts are continuing to positively identify the other 10 sets of remains, the Pentagon said.
The men identified today, including their rank and home of record at the time of their disappearance, include:
Lt. Col. Irving B. Ramsower
II, born Dec. 25, 1934, with a home
of record of Mathis, Texas.
Capt. Richard C. Halpin,
born July 23, 1946, with a home of
record of San Diego, Calif.
Master Sgt. Edward D.
Smith Jr., born Nov. 29, 1944, with
home
of record of Red Creek,
a
N.Y.
And Master Sgt. William A.
Todd, born Jan. 8, 1950, with a
home of record of Mahopac. N.Y.
The four and their 10 col-

leagues were aboard an AC -130
gunship that crashed on March 29,
1972, after being struck by a surface-to-air missile while flying over
Laos.
The positive identification of
the four brings to 21 the number of
men whose remains have been
brought back from Laos and identified as Americans. The excavation
of the AC-I30 crash site was the second permitted by the Laotian government in as many years.
"The U.S. government appreciates the cooperation of the Lao
Democratic People’s Republic that
permitted the recovery of these remains. and hopes it represents just
one of many continued steps to resolve this long-standing humanitarian issue." the Pentagon said in a
prepared statement.
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consider the Galardi Group!
The Galardi Group is the parent company til Wioiersc hnitzel. The Original
Hamburger Stand and Weldon’s Founded in 1961 init singly operation has
gown to over 350 franchises across the nation and our expansion continues
are looking for graduating seniors with a Bachelor’s degree in Business or
related field vdth a strong interest in restaurant management Your 35 years
retail or restaurant experience. high energy level, proven leadership ability and
entrepreneunal spirit. are the qualities we seek in each limited franchisee.
We

We will be on campus SEPTEMBER IS, for the Career
Exploration Days Program, held in the Student Union
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SJSU defends top ranking
against dethroned Stanford
By Karin Small
Daily staff writer
Top-ranked SJSU will face seventh -ranked Stanford at 7:3(1 tonight
in the Spartan Gym, as the Spartans
try to maintain their perfect record.
SJSU 14-0) moved up one notch
to replace the Cardinal (2-2) in the
No. I spit in yesterday’s Collegiate
Volleyball Coaches Association
poll.
The game will he the 24th
meeting 01 the two learns, and the
Cardinal holds a 17-6 advantage
over the Spartans
However, Stanford’s Nancy
Reno and and Wendi Rush are in lured, and this will diminish the Cardinal’, power against SJSU’s offense
"They have had a couple of injuries to key players and have never
been a strong team depth -wise."
Spartan coach Dick Montgomery
said.
He said he feels this will he the
time to settle the score with the Cardinal.
"Stanford appears to be a little
weaker this year, hut any time you
lose a player of Kim Oden’s ability,
you leave a hole," Montgomery
said.
Osten, who was an All-American and Volleyball Monthly’s Player
of the Year for 1984-85, graduated
last year.
Despite the Cardinal’s apparent
lack of depth. Montgomery said
Stanford’s defense will he a challenge.
"We will have their very tough
defense to contend with, one that
we’ve had trouble cracking in the
past." he said "I believe we are in
a better position to crack them this
year. though.
"We’d much rather play them
at 100 percent, and with all their
players in the lineup."
The Spartans come into the
panic at 100 percent No one on the

’I believe we deserve
the No. I ranking,
and we might as well
deal with it now, and
find out if we’re up to
it,
- Dick Montgomery,
SJSU volleyball coach
team is suffering from any injuries.
and both the players and Montgomery are confident of their ability to
win.
"I believe we deserve the No. I
ranking, and we might as well deal
with it now, and find out if we’re up
to it. If we’re not, then we’ll drop
down." Montgomery said.
Maria Healy, for one, is very
anxious to take the court against the
Cardinal.
"I’ve always wanted to beat
Stanford, and that was always difficult when Kim Oden was there,"
Healy said. "But I honestly believe
it can be done, because our offense
is running pretty smoothly, and our
serving has also improved a lot."
Following their victory in the
Illini Classic last weekend, the players know that a great deal of pressure
will he put on them to win, especially because they are No. I.
Lisa Ice, who was the tournament’s most valuable player and was
named the PCAA Co-Player of the
Week, said the Spartans have their
work cut out for them.
"We always have a hard time
with Stanford, hut Rush and Reno
are injured, that should make things
a hit easier," Ice said. "We just

have to go out there and treat every
game the same, maintaining our
concentration and focusing on our
outside and inside game."
Is there anything special that
Ice does before a big match to ready
herself for the competition?
"Besides warming up with the
rest of the team before every game, I
sit down with some music and use
imagery to psyche myself up." Ice
said. ’ think about all the shots that
are going to come to me and how I
will react to each one, and I think
about the things I have to do better
during the match.
"This really helps me get into
the game."

Coaches’ Poll
The Collegiate Volleyball Coaches As
sociation poll is conducted weekly
among its 50 members

1.
2
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

SJSU, 4-0
Texas, 5-0. .
UOP, 5-1
SOS, 11-0
Hawaii, 4-0
UCLA, 5-1
Stanford, 2-2
ASU, 3-0
BYU, 8-1
Nebraska, 5-2

874
784
765
737
702
662
562
547
535
523

The Natonal Collegiate Athletic Associa
lion poll is conducted weekly among as
regional committee of coaches and administrators

1
2.
3
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9
10

SOS
SJSU
Texas
UCLA
BYU
UCSB
Illinois
SLO
UOP
Stanford

160
152
139
137
126
123
105
103
92
89

Soccer team looks to rebound against Hayward
By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
The Spartan soccer team plays the Hayward State Pioneers at 3:30 this afternoon in Hayward.
The Spartans ( I-1-21 are coming off their first loss of
the season Sunday. it 4-0 thrashing by Nevada-Las Vegas.
The Pioneers, on the other hand, have not lost since
dropping their. (Test game of the season to the University of
San Francisco, 3-0. Since then they have beaten Bakersfield
State, Fresno State, Pacific and have tied Cal Poly -Pomona.
"I don’t think they’re as good as UNLV, hut they have
a fine team,- Spartan coach Julie Menendez said. "So
we’ll have tithe ready hir them."

In last season’s ’Mal game. the Pioneers heat the Spartans. 3- I , in overtime.
"They beat us Iasi year, so we grata come hack and get
’em," Spartan sweeper Steve Caldwell said.
The Spartans have had three days to get ready for the
game, so the team should he well -rested and ready to go.
"They play real hard and they’re a real aggressive
team," Caldwell said.
After the UNLV game. Caldwell said the Spartan defense needed to work on getting the hall to the forwards.
The Spartans next home game is at 2 p.m. Sunday
against Fullerton State.

Flores not panicking despite Raiders’ disappointing start
EL SEGUNDO (API - His toot hall team has lost two straight games
for the first time to open a season in 22
years, hut Coach Tom Mores of the
Los Angeles Raiders was stressing a
lamellar theme.
It’s by no means time to panic,
Flores said, adding that despite a 38.36 loss at Denver on Sept 7 and a 1(1-6
loss at Washington on Sunday, the
Raiders remain a quality football team.
"It’s hard to defend (the idea)
that we’re playing good football."
Flores said. "We are 0-2. But in the
Denver game, our offense played well
and statistically, our defense wasn’t
that had. We just made a few costly
mistakes and fumbles which hurt us.
"In this game, we didn’t have
problems like that, hut we just got
beat."
After reviewing game lilms of the

loss to the Redskins, Flores stressed
that fine tuning, rather than major
change, is what’s necessary.
"II we were getting blown out, it
would he different." he said. "But I
don’t feel we need a lot of changes."
Looking ahead, though, the Raiders face another team picked to qualify
for the playoffs in the New York Giants.
The teams meet Sunday at the
Los Angeles Coliseum in the Raiders’
first home game of the season.
"It doesn’t get any easier."
Flores said.
The last time the Raiders opened
a season with back -to-hack losses,
Flores was a young quarterback and Al

41 . *t.

NCAA Poll

was a young coach.
That was in I9M when the team
still played in Oakland.
"We can’t hide." added Flores.
"We are 0-2. We just have to crawl
out of it and move ahead. We’re a
good football team."
The Raiders made one roster
move earlier this week, activating former starter Charley Hannah, an offensive guard.
Hannah, a starter at both guard
spots over his three seasons with the
Raiders, was a training camp holdout.
Flores was uncertain how much
playing time Hannah would get immediately, or whether he is projected to
return to the starting lineup.
Mikis
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Abraham Haile - Daily staff photographer
SJSU offensive tackle John .imonetti holsters a lint’ that has not allowed a QB sack in its first two games

Success of Spartans’ aerial attack
hinges on offensive line protection
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The Spartan passing game brings to mind pines like
Mike Perez, Greg Eskridge, Lain Malauulu, Guy Liggins
and James Saxon.
Perez and his receivers have gained 592 yards in just
two games, and the SJSU quarterback was named the
PCAA Offensive Player of the Week after shredding the
Washington State defense for 356 yards Saturday.
None of this could have been possible, however, if it
wasn’t for the Spartan offensive line.
Perez has not 4r,.41 sacked once in eight quarters of
football, and his five pass protectors are the main reason.
Offensive line coach Rick Rasnick attributes much of
their success to experience under tire with the pass -oriented
offenses ()flack Elway and Claude Gilbert.
"The experience factor is very important in the offensive line, and I think it really shows right now." Rasnick
said. "The guys have done really well. It’s very rare to have
that many pass attempts (871 and not have any sacks."
The team’s goal is to surrender, at the most, one sack
per 20 pass attempts.
The line consists of:

Senior tell tackle John Aimonetti (6-3, 27(1).
Senior left guard David Diaz-Infantc (6-2. 257).
Senior center Tim Stejskal (6-I,269).
Senior right guard Manu Mulitalo (6-3. 275).
Junior right tackle Mike Barnard (6-5. 2511.
The players expressed confidence in their abilities.
"We’ve been expecting great things out of ourselves.’
Diaz-Infante said. "We’re experienced. We’re big. We’re
strong, and we’re well -drilled. Coach Rasnick does a great
job going over our game plan each week . "
"I kind of took it for granted that we were going to be
good," Aimonetti said. "If we keep working hard ,then
we’ll he able to keep it up the whole season."
Both Ainionetti and Diaz -Infante agree that allowing a
sack is the worst feeling for an offensive lineman.
’Football is a game where there’s a lot of little battles
in the war, and you don’t w ant to lose any of those battles,’’
Diaz -Infante said.
Rasnick said the run blocking could use some improvement. The Spartans rushed for 147 yards against Oregon. hut gained only 67 against Washington State.
"The running game is a little below our pass protection
right now." Rasnick said. "We’re very close to breaking
things open
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Macintosh Plus
$1399 or $63/month*

3 MONTHS 01. APPLECARE
FREE ON ALL MACINTOSH
COMPUTERS PURCHASED
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 30. 1986
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Prices quoted include a discount for cash, check or Apple Credit Card purchases.
If you wish to use Visa or Mastercharge please add 3%. We can take orders over the
phone and can ship them upon receipt of a check or approval of credit. Shipping
and Handling charges will be added to cover the cost of UPS Ground plus insurance. Apple
Credit Card purchases will require your signature in person at the time of submitting your application and purchase.
You can also come into the store for immediate delivery! You must be a full time student for the Fall 1986 semester
at SJSU to qualify to purchase a Macintosh from Spartan Bookstore. To place your order or request an
Apple Credit Card Application call (408)-277-3043. Limit of one computer system per customer.
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Dry Toast
Associated Students Leisure Services will hold sign
ups for color analysis, wardrobe coordination and water fitness classes from 8:30 a.m. until 4:30 p.m today in the
A.S. business office on the third floor of the Student Union.
Call 277-2858 for more information.
Delta Sigma Pi, a professional co-ed business fraternity, will be at a recruiting table from 9:30 a.m. until 1:30
p.m. today and tomorrow on the first floor of the business
classrooms. Call Pam Moore at 264-0131 for more information.
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The Campus Christian Center will conduct a Bible
study between 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Ballroom. Call Natalie Shirai at 298-0204 for
more information.
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The Political Union will sponsor a forum featuring
guest speakers on the Space Defense Initiative at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Pacheco Room. Call Mitch
Hostmeyer at 725-8342 for more information.
College Republicans will hold a meeting at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Student Union Guadalupe Room. Call Susan
Chargin at 281-3717 for more information.
The French Club will hold a meeting at 3 p.m. today in
Sweeney Hall, Room 314. Call Sonia Sarkissan at 7451499 for more information.

"Don’t complain - you ’re the one who
ordered the crab!"

Wanda Folk
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ertrss, low mil.

Good

shape WOO bo New h4.me1375
Cali 729-7806 eves wknds
75 MERCURY AUTOMATIC. 201. runs
good 0800.7 Cell 7294373 alter
Item. 289-8693 9pm-t1pm
75 Pl YMOUTH VALIANT 4 Or euto.
pre, V... 0E1 student car, runs
gd E.! maInt. $850 be. 79/8229

IC4
72 CHRYSLER NEWPORT Gd condi
it.. now trans lexcInt It,.. 8
brakes Best off. 268-2615

imIre-

’70 OPEL CT LEMON. $t96000 Call
Robert at 280-0189, drive away
75 FIAT WAGON. rune wall. WOO Coll

on
11(1

356-7500
’71 VW 411 SEDAN Runs good, Interior & exterkx 06 condition,

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or
p0vate instr.tion . the IBM PC.
In Words., srordp.rfect. writing
assistant or prohtssionel odflor
South San Josie home Afternoon
close. only 227-1990
DtSK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS

. .......

Portables.OSBORNTF1114110.
Over 500 Dist tonne.
disk

Word

Pro

cessors-Mag
Tapes
. ......
Prompt Sorvi. PU & Deflvery.
Crest!.
Dots
Saffir.
lees

(406)666-6060

IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 2584. 2 drives,
monitor. keyboard, MOP. $895
8406. 20MB hard disk. dn.,
monitor, keyboard. 01095 Dot
matrix print. 9240

Labor quail-

Ity. $195 One block nom campus
404 S 3rd St. #2 corner cif San
Selvecktr PC-COM, 295-1606

JOBS, JOBS. JOBS. kloal for students Join our marketing staff
Toko new and renewal mapazine
orders by oho. Mon thru Weds
& Sal & Sun Outstanding awning
potential’ Coll 376-9090
KITCHEN

HELPER & WAITRESS
needed ..Inge Japanese loam
restaurant Call 287-591

LIFEGUARD

NEEDED,

SJSU

Swim
Club Must have cum. cast Hrs.-F.4.5pin Call Mary 01 179-4335

LOOKING

FOR SALE
EIJB

eve

258-

3186
FUTONS" Chwilty cotton es.loet
Crude your own living & sleeping
Space wfth our futons. pillows
and ham. Custom Futons & Pillow. Plus, 302 El Paseo Shopping
Center Litt Santo. & Campbell
Ares ), San Jose, 378-5648 10%
dllmount on Futons with this ed
I SELL ONLY ONE rriodol and size
(23") Of bike but you can own
now 12 -speed for as. Man 045
MI4C Bicycle Sales offers low Cost tronsportatkin noads for the
sludont 30 day guar... All
soles tinal Call Do. 942-7738.
Ewes 293-4780 Ask for Joe
Nil (6145)
MOVING QUEEN (O165)
bad (both unused) Dinette 0125.8
Pc Odrrn .81 5285, coffee table set
$45, bunkbed $185 All ’tint or
bettor Call Grog at 292-9424
THREE

JAMES TAYLOR tickets at
Shoreline. Oct 14M, 616 SO eaten
Call Demi. 01 297.7383

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES? Borrow thorn from us, Rawl Estate,
blottsslionol. Wee & Buein.
horneetudy courses Hundreds
Is choose from, We’ll also oc.pt
einy used cour. for credit toWord the annual he UN1 ’OPTED
borrowing The Seminar I ibrary
(800)674-2272 x 132

HELP WANTED
MARKETING MAJORS
E xporlence real I. niklg slatos

ATTENTION

lions, morkarting strefeglee. pions.
loMmerkeling PAR/ TIME, flew
Pus, poseible coop credll TEIS

PART TIME work,
Togo at 900 N First St is hiring
for day lime pos111. Plea. call
287-45700, Inquire within

LUNCH

SHIFT WARRFSS noeded
MINATO Japan... cu.. C4II
Mee 01 994.9711

McDONALD s NOW HIRING. Premium
pay, hours flexIblo around school
schedule Two-fise days. 10 35
hr wk
Interslows M -F 3-4prn
Contact Miko or Lucy at 385-3095.
15475 Loa Gatos Blvd

about

rent

971-

special.

6094. 288-4323

paid pk9 Call 259.7040 for appl

LOST & FOUND

PERSONAL

PART-TIME FLEXIBLE hours P. Is
$550 per hr 119111 maintenance &

Mg. of Chiropractic -West at (408)
244-8907, ear 401
AT
VISIONS,
ENJOY
DANCING
I oohing for under -prod bus real
w 81.111. Int . sap In chose. millbary..14 & reel... 262-5409
COMPANION

WANTED to

with

man

sincera handicapped
Please call Brian at 798,-

287810.

San

Joga,

Ca

95 ISO

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
Owl
formats
group pro)ects
come Sp. check every time, free
disk storage Database capability

*arse time now tor your upcoming Ihool.. dissertation or mono

PROFESSOR. FOAM FILES avallablo
tor
Engineering
required
18
courses in CF. FE ME and Mat
Engri FIT. Calculus. Chemistry

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In resumes. ter,, pe-

for .ushIp.couneellng.progroms
end study opportunities
Res
Natalla Sherasf r Bob Leger,Sr
Joan Pa0.118.
saber

COO JIII at 379-2716

group profects. nesurnos, menu scripts 8 ignore located In North
Son Jo., only rninutars from cam-

Res

No.

El.

225Call
Stew
at
needed
5745 Rkk-765-6743. I. rneseage
STUDENT POSITIONS AVAIL ABL E in
orIontailon sorviCe or lice Pen Or. during school y.r with pos
milt. of fulstIme in sumo. Ap
plIcation & complete position announcernont assns.. in Student
Union Aclistlies & Sorvic. Of

TAP TEACHER .edod to Mach chitdren a classes at Blossom Valley
studio Ads level only, 781-7172
TEACHERS 8 AIDES for preechool
TG SJ area 0 ECF units preferred
(408)723-1131
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We ere looking for
few
outspoken pooplo to sell sir llm.
This position requires
good
voice end str.g <1.1re to make
money Call Mrs Green Cl 3773800
TELEPHONE SAL E S-55-110 hr. eves
& Winds Iawrr .0r/bon and WI&
bastion
Or.t customer Ilats
Croon Thumb lawn Sorel., 249.0554
SAl ES-perl time Soli
subscriptions to the Mercury
News Guwanteed $4 50 hr plus
commieslon Shifts 9ASSIPM or

TELEPHONE

4 30PM-8 30.1, Mon -Frt
plus
Set Cell today (408)9631900
FRIDAY MORNINGS molting
calla frorn your home to local
banks to gel Interest 41. (Fir.)

WORK

05 per tir Call (800)521-7875

HOUSING

Iles witl housekeeping eervIce
R.soneble rah.- shored or slnpie ...able Walking dletence to
San JO. State Office 72 N 5111
ST. 998-0234
FOR RENT Walk to SJSU 2 bOrm apf,
0450 me
aecunty depoell, 279-8075
ROOMMATE

W1110

t

Slop shaving. waxing,
hreezing 1.1 me permanently remove your on... hair (Chin.
bikini, tummy, moustache, back,
shouiders. Pc) 15% dl.ounts to
students End faculty Call before
Christmas. 1986 & gel your lot

lippi at 1 2 price Unwanted holt
disappears wtth my care Gwen C
Chelgren. RE Call 559-3500 tor
ass., 1645 S Beacom Ave C
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
61013Y TECH COOP DEVIL L E Body &
point 10 yrs expo, Very reasonable, estknel.. Put val00 back in
your cart Call Scott at 358-4268
FE s IE..

corrected long nianu.rIpts one.
corn. Will pick up. 40110e1 Also
avolloble en.1 needing, assist.. in rewriting Don 0 Reef,

$200

aludent

to

ROOMMATE WNTO FEMAI F to share
qolet abr hou. in Comp.. nr

BARRE S WORD PROCESSING Have
lob Mil process Esperlenced in
theses, manuscripts papers, resumes,
professional
beck -up
work Reason.. rotes Loc..
conveniently
4370
BECK

Coll Barb. et 926.

SECRETARIAL

Stud.I

pa

pers. reeum.s, business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen an. Call Ilse et 7674234
TERESA
BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
AREA Fest, occur.a typing end
word proceseing available maven
day. a week

Linnted pick-up &

delhiery 365-1012
CALI

LINDA

FOR

PROFESSIONAL

Brenham aree Free disk stowage

Transcription erellable Almaden.

confident’. Weekday. evoninge
& Saturday Sonnyvole Electroly-

PRESTO

Cl FARING

&

SERVICES

01.00nts .atlabie For tree Into,
write CL O. 8003-III Motors Lone,
Columbia, MD 21045

OW MANN PIZZAS j

Wont) FEED Yam
FAMILV, Si): 2
1437

Prof Steno Typing Service 14081

EDITING WORD

PROCESSING,

266

9448 Emphasis on correct pone
WWI.. sentence structure, sod
forme/Ong (Tura... SPA. afte)
Former English malor, highly depend... Willow Glen Area, easy

For Inform..

FREE

papers,
Included,

PAPER

RESUME & TYPING We u. IBM XT
COMPUTER, Word Star and ieffor
quality prin. Riesume $5 up

spelling

THAT

FORGOTTEN

occur.. work Rosso... rat..
Sr 50 pg Assignments ID pgs
and over wtli be sc... only
Call (408) 738-1676 Sunny..
area Long range assignments
coin b .brniltod by melt w your
romitioncia

Call 2684448

spelling insistence

Massone.*
rates Cull Marcie at 7944347
(work leave mossagar) or 926-1774

Term

TYPING SERVICE for students end Instructors Doponctable reiwbie.

RESUMES.

$2 pg Margaret, 492.7008

turnoround 248-5825

papers, the.., rest..., dia..
tatIons... or student. and faculty Wia aleo do tape tran.rip-

4

typed Mat" Let me help. Term pa
pers, letters, reports, thesea. re.
fest ond profes
.arch paws
FREE
grammar
atonally.
&

&

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rotes
Cali Path 01 246-5633

Disk storage

las 30 days Coll 14081 940-4967
Ask lob Amanda or loose m.stage
on machine
and
COVE RL E TIERS,
Wain.. correspondence Asst.
lanai with socobulary, sontence
structure, and form If requ.lod

NEED

requested), proof disc storage
Stud.0l foculty discounts Quick

EXCEL LENT TYPING SERVICE

4 -PAGER w every

grammar

letters. manuscripts (books. orb
dos, short stories), transcription
Free SPE" -CHEK. minor *Olt Of

WORD PROCESSING -RESUMES, thesis and term papers R.sonable
roles Quality mar... @Ole to do
Of,. face and light margin lust.cotton Call 259-9448 Not far irons

Typing 01 50 pg, double spec.
One block horn campus PC
COM, 404 S 3n0 St . 02, corner of

before 10 pm

SJSU

San Selysdor PC.COM, 2951808

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST.rm pope...

Don end bookkoepIng Erea dela
storage Cell 245-1189

etc
Ace... prompt,
S2 25 Obi sp.* per page Swot.). sr. call Joan at y41.5880

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legs, business. word

PUT YOUR WORDS in their beat per
?
Eeperlencsd proles -

TYPING and S.retartol Son,
lc. Fast, accurate wort, oveliweau t ocefed
stile .ven days
In the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
sr. I knit. plck -up and dolly.

PROF FS
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONA1 typing & busln.s wind
ices Fs9t. reasonable & now 001
semi. Cali (406)292.4047

theses,

ZEE’

- REPORT PAPERS Word
processing w care off.flon to

THESES

any Call 16501)

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces (or each hne)

Ad Rates
1

One

Two
Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $4.35 $5T5
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$555
$635
$7 15
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra

1

1

1

1

1

1

/

1

1

1

11

1

11

1

Ill

$
$1
$1
$1

90
05
20
35

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Automotive

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

.1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

11

1

11

11

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Help Wanted

Personals
Services
Lost 8 Found
Computers

1

1

1

1

1

1

111

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

.1

1

1

11

1

1

1

1

1

Print Name
Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is Si
Coral Classification
Announcements

1

Day

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10 1 4 LIlIes $63 00
5-9 Lines $46 00
15 Plus Lines $80 00
Phone 277-3175

Typing

e04 money too

QuIck turnar.nd

WORD PROCESSING

Tenn papaws, reseerch pope’s.
the.., & dissertations (Campbell.
Tumblen. APA 3rd ad), scr.n
plays, resumes, cos. follow-up

quality
Erickson
publicartIon.
Word Processing 377-5293

OUA1 ITY TYPING SEWAGE for all
your typing needs Student rel05
tonging from 01 to $1 75 per page

BLE RATES.. Free disk storage
P am, 747-2681 (Santa Clore) See
SJSU Feill8 Directory of Classes
tor additional coupon savings

9449

Travel

Pt AN

3058 IBM or.

assistance All wont guarent.0
Professional confidential and dependable service at AFFORDA-

Morton
to locate
Call Mrs
(Moral.) from 84M-8PM et XIS

ENTERPRISE

technical,

punctuation

grammar

Spelling,

detail 6299 for students, nog
for prof.slonals Resumes 010
Sane your wort 00th. IBM PC tor
toter oes Grammar, punctuation,
10
& spelling elm..d printed

atonal word proc.sing paper.,
theses. resumes Specialist in
pro..
sciontnic
$1 75-53 page Cali Vickl at 781

processing n.da Tern’ papers.
reports, resumes cover letters,
theses, dissertations. manuals
APA
All scadernIc formats

264-4504

Stereo

DENTS’ OPTICA1

,z. .

Classified

mu.. work for en extre corns.
Ithre edge end Imre.. efl-

E nroll now. Save your toe., eyes

,

a

Eric Kieninger

NICE PA‘i FOR YOU I
MUCH WOULD LIKE.
BIG FEET-zUmS Fog
MY FAMILY

RUNNERS, ATHLETES. Deep Ms.

chancy Call RIcherd of 2724348

ah ;

Thick Crust

Housing
For Sale

STUDENT

/

0

4

A N ,.111i ’

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ.
Sr., scholars, and public officials
Specializing in historical, politiStudent

w.:,

ra ,

Homes, offices. carpels & genOrel (408) 264.3098, 269-8025

cal, biographical lopic

.

_

Minimum three lines on one day

renzetIon

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL tor
mon and women Spec MI rate wIth
/acuity or student ID

-7

10

Print Your Ad Here

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student for 30 min
ul. FREE Pr.fice limited 10 all
aspects 01 ImmigrantOc and natu,

TO FL Y. Flight Instruction
oval... Pt comparable rates
Brian Schitt. certified flight in.
snort. (406)27741156

%.....
F-4

AbernatIves, 294-2974
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt. Deco rah/ Monate, B A in history Wong
Word Processing, *polling err s

& computer Information reeds kir
I. student Call Days 942.7776,
Es. 243-4780 ealr for J.

LEARN

.

it’,

No eob too
small. Studs. di.ounts Neer
SJSU Teachers welcome. Office

Reports,
word
proceesing
theses, dissertetlons, group pro}ects. m.o.& Guertin.ed quick
return Per pogo and hourly rel.

law
OM. located
within 10 minutes horn campus
COO Rob. Ng 01 1106) 1894400
for on appointment

’.i., . .-

-t

,.,..
cti

,,,

porciran.Apilon

IS THAT DESSON project
due & you how no resources In,
Id.a, or what to build? SHI Elec.
honks is committed to offering
low cost electronic (componient)

els Cont. K. 600Inass Per% et
Hwy 101 & N Fairoak Ave 14091
734-3115

AFFORDABLE HOUSING., STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully fo,wishod, se
cure end safe rooms, FREE 01111’-

off street pkg

SERVICES
RARE fT ALL

-- 1( ,,

4
4.-

,

scriptChrystal 923-8481

978-02T7
ROCK STARS Legacy is a good ono(
nal rocky roll band looking for a
sing. Creative and tolonted Is
must No previous exp or equip

,,..

N
.,’..’.._,..’:%*j)
W.’ "

c_4.1ANYWNERE......1
114

Than.
PROFESSIONAL
AND
word proc.sing P J word proce.Ing offer. quallty gueronteed
work at competbis. rotes Export
..41 in ...is, term misers

100% guaranteed Call (4011) 245.
7503

Catholic 4 00 end 5 00 pm PRie.
call Campus Ministry at 298-0204

STINKS!

In4 Nor t’ll
s:i ocrnAx

$1 50 por pop.
double sp.. All work guar
onto.
Trust Tony 296-2087

Standard & micro castled, transcription Word pr. hng on
&
word
perfect
SAMNA
software Hr. kV 0 30-5 30 Re

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christi. Can
ton SundyLutheren 10 45 am,

,

Tony- -298-7087

NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
try new herbat "might control program No drugs no exercise

and Physics vallable at Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store

an
Ati
NA

more (Pemela)923-7810

pus Call P J at 923-2309

NATIONAL GAY -BI cont.’ club 1I3 .
rein and worn. Contidental, low
rates Send SASE to NOGG. P0
60.

, -,’RAMC

ACACCURATE,
ABSOL UTEL Y.
COUNTABL F for telephone.e that
toot,
typing
that’s tops try

ACADEMIC

2308

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

nowslothers Stu.. Discounts
Guorenteed work Only 10 min
ut. from campus Words end

up. svith

0.0,0

pr.eseing, ask for Joye et 264

more than 6 months & ere 20-55
yrs old, pies. cell Palmer Cob -

cleon up Mbs Must hens own
transportation. preierably a pkit.
good driving

The.s, di...0.ns. reports
Eight pogo minimum, six months
he. dial. Core. On -II. word

perienced, prof.elonal word propapers,
those.,
recessing
sumes. office overflow, mailing*,

1311

Friday between 10 AM-2 PM (408)
275-9885 If tire II. is busy
pi.. be pedent and try again
An equal opportunity company

TYPING

Free exernInadlon 6
Car... part of ro.erch pro).
It you hove had low Pack peln for

BACKACHE?,

Full (40) warnings per week equal
9370 No experionc is needad bo-

During your winter
sem..
spring, end especially summer

direTt drive auto turntable. Bo.
901 series III direct rellecting
w equoll/e
system
spookier

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex.

Sunday brunch.. lectures, Tues1.1.011
day ’Lunch and L.rn,
dancing, holiday celebration.
For information call Hulot at 294-

tiddltion. It you qualify, corp...
scholarships ore worded, internship ore pos..., and you may
earn 2.3,4 credits per quarter or

STEREO SYSTEM tel sale ...rood
rec... 1125 webs per channel),
To< hnk cassette 0.4, T.hnics

1029

Christmas worli and .rnoster
break work If accepted you will
edam $925 starting. Port time (20)
earnings per kw. Douai Digs

evening and weekend ...one
are evallebW and some tlexIbllity
is Idiom04 during tinal esams in

STEREO

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. but I do.

COCK ATIEL
FOUND ON WEDNES.
DAY, Sept 10th in 7th St parking
lot Contact Barbara .1 277.3514

Ilse

14

call (40611714811

1500 0.11275-8234

HiL 1 FL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION!. Shaba. /Minors, ponies.

ut’. or our Intensive on the iols
training program Good meth and
...mg skills ore plus Some

AS Office or

and Woe.. se

VICTORIAN STUDIO APT for 1 par500 Near SJSU. 1390 mo utlIfflos

PARTS FULL TIME RETAIL liELP!Netlonal
firm
preparing
tor

Type 40

WPM

quire

FEMALE

Willow GI. Prescription
Pharmacy Alt Wits M-WE 3.

MARKETING. 244-5345

TIRED OF COMMUTING? 1 Or apt. Ilk.
.w. 2 OM frm campus Lots of
perking. cable. TV, 1.450,mo in-

NEED LOVING, EXPERIENCED person to care for 4 mo old baby
Pert.timta. floxible hours great
pay Call 294-0942

share large duplee nr elooeorn
HIll 1325
I 2 oft* Cell Toni et
977 8744 elm- flpin

FRESHMAN SOPHMORE -

SJSU, 2 Odwn, 2 be, carport. ..curtly
780 5 11th St From $600,rno,
clam, quMI Hying. 279.5078

FOR

flee. Old Cafeteria Deedline to
apply is Frldsy. Sept 19 by 5 PM

BEER DISPENSER -2 tops stones 2
full-sized kegs includes all an.
Call

HOUSEKEEPER (PT) Help female btu.. close horn.. Trani. fur.
01511. 95 hr
bonus, 279.3398

Cell today tor Information and on
intonlins, or coil Monday through

COMPUTERS

(Well., OMER. MOW 00111 IT 11.111ITTIRMAL comearati?
KTO Si MOMS

Prianeyard 01.2 fen.. & leech*,
0275
Or 0111 377.1654

Call for appointment 2664291

brooks, full tin. wort 1. 00.1101.4.

0850. CO 208-0922

514 00

T.Th 3-7pm & Sat 9 30smlprn $305 hr to start WIII train

For

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

Lines

Days I

Classified Cleat Located Outside 0911205
NQUI’S 900A1.1 to 330 PAI
Deadline: Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Page ()

Com:pun

Wednesday. September

I7,
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Piano lessons pay off for electronic music maker

Alan Dep
John Bliss, a junior musk major, won the Stephen G. Wozniak
Achievement Award for computer music innovation. The prize in -

President declares
100W tests proper
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
A two-day examination given to
students in 100W classes last week
was not a violation of faculty rights to
control class content, President Gail
Fullerton said.
Fullerton spoke to representatives
from campus media yesterday at her
first press conference of the year.
"100W is a rather specialized
matter,’’ Fullerton said.
The 100W junior -level writing
class is a requirement for all students
graduating from the university, she
said "It is not the same as a course
that is strictly an elective, or even
something for the major.’’
The examinations given last week
were a tool for the development of a
qualifying test for WOW courses,
Leon Di
. aSSOCIale academic vice
president for undergraduate studies.
said Monday.
The qualifying test was mandated
as part ot an Academic Senate review
of undergraduate general education requirements, said Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president.
"The exam has been mandated
by a senate policy that the president
signed," Roemer said. "It has gone
through many committees.’’
The policy recommendation was
passed by the senate in spring 1985
and signed by Fullerton in May 1985.
The Thursday broadcast of Newsbreak the KSJS radio program. raised
questions regarding the purpose of the
test and whether it was an infringement of faculty rights
In other matters:
Fullerton said the parking situation on campus "is going to get worse,
not better."
Construction of the Student
Union Recreation and Events Center
and renovation of the engineering
building will cause the loss of up to
550 parking spaces
She said she was not planning to
approve a proposal by Henry Orbach,

manager of Parking and Traffic Operations. Under Orbach’s proposal, students would buy a permit for use during an entire semester, rather than
paying 75 cents at the end of each day.
Fullerton said the university
would have to guarantee students a
parking space under the plan.
"We simply don’t have enough
spaces,’ she said.
"We’d like to encourage alternate forms of transportation." she
said, such as bicycles, van pools and
public transit.
The passage of Proposition MI,
a $44.10 million bond issue for hi0er
education construction projects, is important in receiving funding for renovation of Dwight Bentel Hall and the
old Science Building, Fullerton said.
She said $6 million of the California State University portion of the
bond issue is earmarked for SJSU. The
money will provide funds for preliminary and working drawings for Dwight
Bentel Hall and working drawings and
construction for the old Science Building.
The CSU system is requesting
$143 million of the bond issue money.
said Richard Staley. director of news
and publication services.
Criticism that SJSU does not
have a representative number of Hispanic students, in a city where 25 percent of the population is Hispanic. is
not fair to the university, Fullerton
said.
It would he more accurate to consider the number of Hispanics eligible
for college enrollment, as well as the
population of the university’s entire
service area, including all of Santa
Clara. San Benito. Monterey and
Santa Cruz counties, as well as the
southern part of Alameda County, she
said.
Fullerton said there is a higher
proportion of infants and young children in the Hispanic population and
not as many people of Hispanic ancestry that graduate from high school as
do in other ethnic groups.

Mine explosion kills 44,
traps 150 underground
EV ANDER. South Africa API
A welding accident touched off a
fire in a gold mine yesterday, killing at
least 44 workers, injuring 183 and trapping more than 150 in a mile -deep
underground shaft, officials reported.
The state -run South African
Broadcasting Corp. quoted Kobus
Olivier, manager of the Kinross mine,
as saying there was only a slight
chance that the missing miners had
survived.
He said rescue teams brought 13
bodies to the surface and 128 black
workers and 55 whites were hospitalized, most suffering from smoke inhalation.
More than 2,(14)1) of the 2.500
miners were brought satelv out of the
shafts. Olivier said, and 50 rescue
workers were still in the mine 12 hours
after the fire broke out, searching for
the men who remained undeground.
There was hope that some of the
miners trapped in the tunnels where
the fire started a mile below the surface avoided the deadly fumes by staying in pockets of untainted air.
South African Press Association.

an independent news agency. quoted a
man at the scene as saying he counted
more than 100 bodies. SAPA did not
identify the man and the report could
not he confirmed.
Niel Ackermann, a spokesman in
Johannesburg for General Mining
Union Corp., South Africa’s second
biggest mining group, said the confirmed death toll remained at 13.
Another company spokesman.
Harry Hill, said an alarm was sounded
to evacuate the No. 2 shaft at the Kinross mine, 62 miles east of Johannesburg, when the fire broke out at 9:30
a.m. and fumes spread from burning
cables and other materials.
The fire was put out, he said,
adding: "We don’t know why (the
missing miners) didn’t conic up."
They may have been overcome by the
fumes "or were trapped some way,"
he said.
Hill said the 13 dead. all blacks,
were in the vicinity of the fire, but he
did not know if they were engaged in
the welding operation or what was
being welded. He said the fire broke
out on the 15th level of the No. 2.
shaft .
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eluded a trophy and a $2,500 scholarship. His winning piece, which
lasts two minutes. is ironically entitled "Perpetual Motion."

By Amy Pabalan
Daily staff writer
John Bliss’ parents forced him to
take piano lessons when he was a
child. He finally quit after a year or
so. But that wasn’t the end of Bliss’
musical endeavors.
The SJSU student recently was a
recipient of the Stephen G. Wozniak
Achievement award for computer
music innovation. He was awarded a
trophy and a $2,500 scholarship.
Bliss was one of six Bay Area
high school and college students honored at the Silicon Valley ’56 trade
show. The show was held at the Santa
Clara Convention Center last weekend.
Bliss entered the competition by
mailing a cassette tape and a written
description of his piece entitled
"Perpetual Motion."
"It lasts only two minutes,
which is ironic because of the name.
but it implies the style of pattemistic
music," Bliss said.
A music composition major.
Bliss described his piece as "individual cycles of notes and different
lengths that simultaneously overlap
and combine for different effects."
Bliss wrote and recorded "Perpetual Motion" while attending the
Califomia State University’s Summer
Arts Institute 1986. The program,
which is a special event sponsored by
the chancellor’s office, was held at
California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo.
Allen Strange, a SJSU music
professor described Bliss as a "wonderful. talented student."
Strange, who teaches the elec-

trunk music classes, said Bliss is also
a candidate for the Bachelor of Music
Program. Only the best music students are accepted into the professional program. he said.
Strange said that computer
musk is no longer some kind of a futurist is’ notion. "At least 80 percent
of today ’s commercial music is related to computers or synthesizers.
This includes music for film, TV, advertising jingles and the Top 40."
To compose "Perpetual Motion." Bliss used an Apple IIE computer, a special music program and
several synthesizers.
By using a computer to compose, he said he is taking "human
ideas that are realized and controlled
by a computer. By using computers. I
can he creative and flexible in different ways. They are powerful tools for
composers today," he said.
Bliss was able to play his composition at one of the booths at the trade
show, He said he received a variety of
reactions and a couple of requests for
copies of the music.
"One guy who studies chamber
and classical music said it needed
some more work. hut that was an isolated opinion." Bliss said.
Bliss said he became interested
in computer music in high school.
Since then he has composed several
songs, mostly instrumentals including jazz fusion. A few have been recorded by SJSU’s studio orchestra.
"When they were recorded. I
got free advice and a chance to hear
my compositions played by a large
group." he said.

A.S. board of directors asked to revise election code
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Election
Code needs extensive revision because
many sections are vaguely worded,
according to the 1985446 A.S. Election Board.
The A.S. board of directors will
he asked to appoint an ad hoc committee to revise Act 9. the A.S. Election
Code, at its weekly meeting today,
said Lynn Benningfield, secretary of
the election board.
She said five members of the
hoard are willing to revise the code.
hut must get approval from A.S.
The election board recei%ed many
complaints regarding several aspects
of last semester’s election. Henning field said.
Revision proposals were presented to A.S. President Tom Boothe
at Monday afternoon’s meeting, and

he agreed that revisions are needed,
she said.
Boothe could not be reached for
comment yesterday.
Last semester’s election board
was besieged with objections to the
Greek Week table operating next to the
Student Union polling place, Benningfield said.
A slate of Greek candidates was
on last year’s election ballot.
The election code specifies that
no student or group "shall be allowed
to promote any other activity or campaign" within 50 feet of a polling
place.
However, a polling place is
usually set up next to the music building, and many times a band will be
playing in the Union amphitheater
which is within 50 feet. Benningfield
said.
"There needs to he a more spe-

cific definition of student kali% ales,"
she said. "Our main goal is to get the
support of the A.S. board of directors
and the Student Union board of directors so there will be cooperation during
the next election."
The election code is also vague in
defining campus fixtures, and there is
confusion about where candidates can
post campaign materials. Benningfield
said.
"We don’t even know if telephone poles are considered campus
fixtures," she said. "They belong to

MULTIPLY YOUR
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Fullerton approves concert,
but issues age restrictions
CONCERT, from page!
academic shows in the auditorium
must go through the academic scheduling office and receive approval from
the president’s office.
The age restriction was adopted
because several past shows in the auditorium got "out of control." Buerger
said.
The " Di and over" policy parallels the one employed at S.U. Program
Board shows, he said.
The A.S. Program Board is
funded by A.S. and carries its own
revenue -generating accounts. It is responsible for many of the musical and
art events on campus.
The S.U. Program Board receives
its funding from the Union and sponsors noon -time shows and other
events.
"This is what seemed most appropriate for Morris Dailey.** Buerger
said. "It’s certainly more fragile than
the Student Union it’s basically an
academic lecture hall, so we have to be

the telephone company hut are on
campus property.
Benningfield also said she would
like to raise the spending limit for independent candidates so they would
have a better chance of winning.
Under the current code, an independent candidate can spend only 575
during a campaign, while a full slate of
candidates from the same party.
usually 10 to 15 people, can spend up
to $1,(X)0.
Act 9 was adopted by the A.S. in
1977 and revised once before in 1981.

careful."
Buerger also said that the president’s office had granted its approval
Friday hut that he had been unable to
reach the board until Monday.
Adrienne Robison, Union scheduling manager, said the S.U. Program
Board adopted its age limitation after
violence at three consecutive Union
shows, including a knifing and vandalism to a painting.
"It was always young kids causing the problems, never the college
students," Robison said. "Since we
began enforcing it, we haven’t had any
problems yet."
Robison said paid ticket-takers
from the Union are now required at all
of its concerts and dances.
Although program hoard members said they oppose the age restriction and plan to look into it further, it
will he abided by at Friday’s show.
Goeltz said he contacted local
campus stations Monday and informed
them about the change.

Copy your resume at Kinko’s. A lot
of companies would like to know
about you, and our low prices on
quality copies will help you reach
them.

Mike’s
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New system
to reduce
phone bills
PHONES, from page I
chased from AT&T.
Vigil said these campuses faced
problems that SJSU will have to deal
with next summer.
"One major problem is that the
telephone hooks will have all our 277
numbers listed rather than the new 924
numbers," Vigil said.
He said the university can’t project what the phone numbers with the
924 prefix will he so the telephone
book will be outdated.
Vigil also said he plans to hire a
staff to field and direct incoming calls
looking for a particular area on campus
with the new 924 numbers.
He said campus departments have
been informed of the impending
switch through bulletins and memos so
that they can prepare for possible confusion. Printed materials like stationery and catalogs with the 277 numbers will have to be changed.
Vigil said he hopes departments
are getting enough notice to plan
ahead, hut added that since the university is nationally known, information
about the change won’t reach everyone
right away.
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